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ABSTRACT
Objective: To evaluate the effect of 15° forward (FW) seat inclination and foot-support in children with cerebral palsy (CP) on postural adjustments during reaching.
Design: Observational study repeated-measures design.
Setting: Laboratory unit within University Hospital and two special education schools.
Participants: 19 children (ten unilateral spastic CP (US-CP); nine bilateral spastic CP (BS-CP);
Gross Motor Function Classification System levels I-III; 6–12 years old). Participants were able to
take part for one, one-hour session.
Intervention: Reaching while sitting in four seating conditions (FW or horizontal seat; with or
without foot-support) applied in randomized order.
Outcome measures: Simultaneously, surface electromyography (EMG) of neck, trunk and arm
muscles (current Project II), and kinematics of head and reaching arm (previous Project I) were
recorded. In Project II, primary outcome parameters were the ability to modulate EMG-amplitudes at baseline and during reaching (phasic muscle activity). Other EMG-parameters were
direction-specificity (1st control level), and 2nd level of control parameters: recruitment order, and
anticipatory postural activity. Motor behaviour measures: ability to modulate EMG-amplitudes to
kinematic characteristics of reaching and head stability.
Results: Only foot-support was associated with increased tonic background EMG-amplitudes
and decreased phasic EMG-amplitudes of the trunk extensors in children with US-CP and BS-CP
(mixed-models analyses; p-values < 0.01). The foot-support effect was also associated with better
kinematics of reaching (Spearman’s Rho; p-values < 0.01).
Conclusion: In terms of postural adjustments during forward reaching, foot-support enhanced
the children’s capacity to modulate trunk extensor activity, which in turn improved reaching quality. FW-tilting did not affect postural muscle activity.
Contribution of the paper
—— Seat forward-tilting does not affect postural muscle activity during reaching in children
with spastic CP
—— Foot-support is associated with increased tonic background activity of the trunk extensors
—— Increased tonic background activity of trunk extensors was associated with better reaching
kinematics
—— Combining Project II with its twin Project I suggests: in children with unilateral CP best approach is forward-tilting with foot -support; in children with bilateral CP horizontal seating
with foot-support
Key words:
Cerebral palsy; Seat inclination; Foot-support; Postural muscle activity; Reaching movement; Electromyography.
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Introduction
Children with cerebral palsy (CP) often exhibit postural dysfunctions during reaching while
sitting.1,2 Adaptive seating is recommended to improve postural control.3–6 In children with CP
functioning at Gross Motor Function Classification System (GMFCS) level I-III7 seat-surface inclination is often used8,9 and debated.10–17 Many factors may cause conflicting findings: different
outcome measures10,12,13,16,18–20, heterogeneity in CP, the degree of postural support, and variation
in seat angle (5°17,19, 10°13,19, and 15°12,13,17,19–21). In children with GMFCS levels I-III, a 10° and 15°
FW-tilting is recommended.12,13,19 As the 15° FW-tilting showed better postural stability during
forward reaching and better reaching kinematics than the 10°19, we decided to further evaluate
the 15° FW-tilting.
Previously, only the study of Hadders-Algra et al.21 specified CP-subtypes. The study was
conducted in 58 children with unilateral (US-CP) and bilateral spastic CP (BS-CP), functioning at
GMFCS level I-IV. It demonstrated that in children with US-CP the 15° FW-tilting reduced phasic
muscle activity of the postural muscles, which was associated with a better kinematic quality
of reaching, whereas in children with BS-CP the horizontal seating was associated with better
postural control.21
However, Hadders-Algra et al.21 did not apply foot-support. Others evaluated the effect of
seat inclinations in the presence of foot-support but did not address its contribution.11–14,16,17,19,20 In
the present project, we replicated the Hadders-Algra et al. study21 while also evaluating the effect
of foot-support as a possible factor affecting postural control. In the first part of the study (Project
I) we reported the effect of the seating modifications on head stability in space and reaching
quality.22 We confirmed the differential effect on kinematic reaching quality: children with US-CP
benefitted from FW-tilting, the children with BS-CP from a horizontal seat surface.22 No effect of
FW-tilting on head stability was found, presumably because the children in our project22 are less
severely affected than those in the Hadders-Algra study21 (GMFCS levels I-III22 versus levels I-IV21).
Interestingly, in all children with spastic CP, foot-support in the FW-tilted position was associated with higher reaching velocity, whereas this effect was absent during horizontal seating. In
children with US-CP, FW-tilting with foot-support also was associated with a shorter reaching
duration. However, in children with BS-CP, FW-tilting with foot-support induced a longer total
path length and a longer reaching duration.22 In the current paper, Project II, we address the
effect of the seating modifications on postural adjustments. To date, no studies have focused
specifically on foot-support as a possible factor affecting postural muscular adjustments during
forward reaching.
In the control of postural muscle activity, two functional levels may be distinguished.23 The
first level consists of direction-specificity, i.e., when balance is threatened by a forward sway of
the body as in forward reaching, the dorsal postural muscles are primarily activated; whereas
in a backward body sway the ventral postural muscles are primarily activated. The second level
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involves the fine-tuning of the direction-specific adjustments, for example by (a) selection of the
order in which the agonist muscles are recruited (e.g., in top-down or bottom-up recruitment
order); (b) presence of anticipatory postural activity24–26; and (c) modulation of the degree of postural muscle contraction which is reflected by the EMG-amplitude. The latter (c) is the most subtle
form of postural fine-tuning.1,23,26
School-age children with CP, GMFCS level I-III, can generate the basic level of control during
reaching but have impaired fine-tuning.1 Presumably the children’s major problem is their reduced capacity to modulate EMG-amplitude to the specifics of the task, e.g., reaching velocity.2
This problem is more severe in children with BS-CP.1,2
The aim of the present exploratory study is to evaluate the effect of 15° FW-tilting of the
seat surface in combination with the effect of foot-support in children with spastic CP, i.e. US-CP
and BS-CP, GMFCS levels I-III, on postural adjustments while reaching. We address the following
questions:
Does FW-tilting or horizontal seating, with or without foot-support affect EMG-parameters
of postural control during reaching? The effect is studied at both levels of postural control, but
we hypothesized that a potential effect is best expressed in the EMG-amplitudes, i.e., the amplitudes at baseline and during reaching. Therefore, the EMG-amplitudes are our primary outcome
parameters.
1. Does seating condition affect the capacity to modulate EMG-amplitudes during reaching
in terms of stronger correlations between EMG-amplitudes and kinematics of reaching and
head stability?
2. Do the putative effects depend on the type of CP, or GMFCS levels?

Method
Study design
Repeated-measures design.

Participants
This observational study used data of the nineteen participants (seven boys, 12 girls; GMFCS levels I to III; 6 to 12 years old (median age: 8 years 9 months)), who also participated in Project I (see
Angsupaisal et al., 201722). Ten children were diagnosed with US-CP and nine with BS-CP.27 The
children were recruited at the outpatient clinic of the department of Rehabilitation Medicine,
University Medical Center, and two special schools. Children were excluded if they functioned at
GMFCS levels IV-V, had dyskinetic or ataxic movement disorders, distinct behavioural problems,
severe visual impairment, or reaching inability. Parents signed an informed consent. Ethical approval was obtained.
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Table 1 Clinical characteristics of participants
Clinical information
Age (y, mo; median and range)
Sex

Children with US-CP
n = 10

Children with BS-CP
n=9

10y 6mo (6y 3mo – 12y 11mo)

8y 6mo (6y 2mo – 12y 7mo)

5 females, 5 males

7 females, 2 males

Height (cm; median and range)

145 (116 – 165)

127 (124 – 155)

Weight (kg; median and range)

35 (21 – 76)

26 (23 – 39)

16.7 (15.3 – 27.9)

16.3 (14.4 – 19.2)

6
3
1

6
1
2

77.9 (52.3–92.1)

76.8 (50.1 -100)

8
2
-

7
1
1

3.5 (1 – 5)
3 (1 – 5)
4.5 (2 – 5)
3.5 (1 – 5)

4 (3 – 5)
4 (3 – 5)
4 (1 – 5)
4 (1 – 5)

13.5 (12 – 16)
14.5 (11 – 16)
13 (13 – 16)
15 (10 – 17)

13 (11 – 15)
13 (11 – 15)
13 (10 – 16)
14 (7 – 14)

Body Mass Index (median and range)
GMFCS (n)
−− level I
−− level II
−− level III
GMFM-66 total scores
(median and range)a
Modified Tardieu (Bicep brachii) (n)b
−− grade 0
−− grade 1
−− grade 2
Smiley pleasantness rating
(median, range)c
−− horizontal without foot support
−− horizontal with foot support
−− FW without foot support
−− FW with foot support
EMG outcome variables,
number of valid trials
(median, range)
−− horizontal without foot support
−− horizontal with foot support
−− FW without foot support
−− FW with foot support

3

BS-CP = children with bilateral spastic CP; cm = centimetres; EMG = electromyography; FW = forward-tilted; GMFCS, = Gross Motor Function
Classification System level I to III; GMFM-66 = Gross Motor Function Measure-66 version; kg = kilogram; mo = months; US-CP = children with
unilateral spastic CP; y = years
a
GMFM-66: BS-CP vs US-CP: Mann-Whitney U test, p = 0.744.
b
Modified Tardieu’s scale (of the dominant arm): Grade 0, no resistance throughout the course of the passive movement; Grade 1, slight
resistance; and Grade 2, clear catch at precise angle interrupting the passive movement.
c
Smiley pleasantness ratings of the seating conditions, from 5 (very good) to 1 (not very good): Friedman test, p = 0.346.

Measures
Reaching performance of all participants was randomly assessed in four seating conditions: horizontal seat surface without (a) and with (b) foot-support, and 15o FW-tilted without (c) and with
(d) foot-support. Between conditions, the child had a 5-minute break during which the examiner
adjusted the seating condition, and the child rated the pleasantness of the previous seating.22
The assessments were performed at either the research institute or the special school, depending
on the family’s wishes.
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Reaching movements were performed at arm-length distance. The instruction was to grasp
the object at self-paced speed with the dominant hand, i.e., the hand with which the child preferred to write. As motor behaviour of children generally is characterized by variation,25,28 and to
deal with data loss due to technical artefacts, the children were asked to perform at least ten trials
to a maximum of 20 trials in each condition. Practice trials were carried out before testing.22
Postural control was measured with surface EMGs. Simultaneously, kinematics of head stability in space and reaching quality was recorded (for details see Angsupaisal et al.22). The whole
reaching session was recorded on video. Muscle activity of neck, trunk and arm muscles was
measured with bipolar surface electrodes (interelectrode distance: 14 mm) that were applied to
the reaching side of the body on five postural muscles (sternocleidomastoid or neck flexor (NF);
neck extensor (NE); rectus abdominis (RA); thoracic extensor (TE); lumbar extensor (LE)) and four
arm muscles (deltoid, pectoralis major, biceps and triceps brachii). The EMG signal was recorded
at a sampling rate of 500 Hz with the Portilab software program (Twente Medical Systems International, Enschede, the Netherlands).
After the reaching session, gross motor ability was assessed using the Gross Motor Function
Measure 66-version (GMFM-66).29 Reliability and validity of the GMFM-66 have been well established.29 Finally, the degree of spasticity of the biceps brachii of the dominant arm was assessed
using the modified Tardieu Scale30 that classifies spasticity grades ranging from 0 to 4. The psychometric properties of the scale are sufficient.30

EMG and kinematic analyses
Electromyographic and kinematic analyses were carried out by the first author and a medical
master student with the PedEMG Program.26 The kinematics of head stability in space and reaching were the focus of Project I.22 Here, EMG-activity is evaluated. PedEMG allows for a synchronous
analysis of EMG, kinematic and video data. The program uses the dynamic threshold statistical
algorithm of Staude and Wolf (1999)31 to determine onsets of phasic EMG-activity.26 The activity
of the postural muscles was considered to be related to the arm movement if increased muscle
activity was found within a time window consisting of 100 milliseconds before activation of the
“prime mover,” that is, the arm muscle that was activated first, and the duration (the first 1,000
milliseconds) of the reaching movement.32,33
For each seating condition and each child, the following EMG-parameters were calculated:
(1) the percentage of direction-specific trials at the neck or trunk level; a trial was direction-specific
if the dorsal muscle was recruited before the antagonistic ventral muscle or without antagonistic
activation.26 The other EMG parameters were calculated only for trials in which direction-specificity at the trunk level was present: (2) the percentage of trials with top-down, or bottom-up
order of recruitment.1 The recruitment order could only be determined when at least two direction-specific muscles showed significant phasic activity; (3) percentage of trials with anticipatory
postural activity at the neck or trunk level (i.e., activation starting within 100 milliseconds (ms)
before activation of the “prime mover”); (4) relative mean amplitudes of NE, TE and LE in three
different time intervals. The interval (I1) ranged from 100 ms before prime mover onset to prime
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mover start (T0). This interval covers anticipatory postural muscle activity. The second- and thirdtime intervals ranged from T0 to100 ms (I2) and from 100 to 1,000 ms after T0 (I3), respectively.
I2 reflects a mix of anticipatory and compensatory postural control, whereas I3 reflects reactive,
feedback activity.2,21 The relative mean amplitude was the ratio between the absolute EMG-amplitude in a specific interval and the baseline amplitude (tonic background activity). The baseline
was defined as the average amplitude during the period with lowest activity in the entire recording determined using the Staude and Wolf algorithms.31

Statistical Analysis
The study sample was based on the kinematic parameter head stability in space used in Project
I.22 The clinical characteristics, including the pleasantness scores were analysed with the Friedman’s test. Relationships between EMG-amplitudes and the kinematic parameters were analysed
with Spearman’s Rho. To avoid a Type-I error in the many correlations, p < 0.01 was here regarded
as statistical significant.
The EMG data were analysed with (generalized) linear mixed-effects models (MIXED; SPSS
version 23.0.0.3., Chicago, IL, USA). The four seating positions were included as fixed effects for all
EMG parameters and the analyses were adjusted for covariates which were age and anthropometry (height and body mass index), with additional corrections for the type of CP and its interaction
with seating positions. The material did not allow an additional inclusion of GMFCS-level and
GMFM-score, due to the relatively small number of events.
The EMG-amplitudes of NE, TE and LE were analysed with mixed-effects models. Clustering
of observations was accounted for by incorporating a random subject effect to model the correlation between the measurements within children.
Generalized linear mixed models with the logit link function were used for the binary response variables, i.e. direction-specificity, ‘complete pattern’, recruitment order, and anticipatory
postural activity. Estimation was performed with generalized estimating equations (GEE) and the
cluster variable was determined by the child. Estimated marginal means for each of the seating positions were calculated based on these models and presented with their 95% confidence interval
(CI). The post hoc Bonferroni tests were performed to explore the most relevant clinical contrasts.

Results
The clinical characteristics of the 19 participants, their distribution across GMFCS-levels, and the
number of trials achieved per condition are shown in Table 1.22 The participants generated 1,065
reaches with proper EMG-data in four seating conditions (approximately 56 observations per
child). No adverse effects of the seating conditions were reported. The pleasantness ratings of
the four seating conditions were similar (Friedman test, p = 0.346). The children with BS-CP and
US-CP had similar GMFM-66 scores (median value [range]: 76.8 [50.1 -100] vs 77.9 [52.3–92.1];
Mann-Whitney test, p = 0.744). The modified Tardieu Scale revealed that only a minority of children had some spasticity in the biceps brachii muscle of the dominant arm.22
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Seating condition and postural muscle activity
The adjusted analyses in the whole group of participants indicated that seating condition affected tonic background activity of TE and LE and phasic EMG-amplitudes of TE in intervals 1 and
3 (Table 2). The type of CP did not affect the effect of seating conditions (Table 2). The results
suggested that the effect of seating was brought about by the effect of foot-support. Therefore,
we performed post hoc Bonferroni analyses in which we pooled both seat surface conditions
(FW and horizontal surface) and both types of CP. These explorative analyses suggested that the
presence of foot-support was associated with higher tonic background activity in TE and LE, and
with lower TE activity in the three phasic intervals (Table 3).
The adjusted analyses indicated that the seating conditions were not associated with significant changes in the following parameters: direction-specificity, recruitment order, and anticipatory postural activity (Supplementary Table 1).
Table 2 Seating effects on tonic background activity and phasic EMG (relative mean) amplitudes:
adjusted analyses
Horizontal seating
Response variable Without foot
(NE, TE, LE)
support (CI)

FW Tilt seating

With foot
support (CI)

Without foot
support (CI)

With foot
support (CI)

1.63

1.55

1.46

NE baseline

0.09

Type CP = US

1.49
[1.05–2.12]

[1.14–2.31]

[1.08–2.24]

[1.03–2.07]

Type CP = BS

1.51

2.58

1.47

1.76

[1.04–2.19]

[1.78–3.74]

[1.02–1.08]

[1.20–2.53]

Type CP = US

2.80

2.49

2.50

2.73

[2.19–3.58]

[1.95–3.18]

[1.94–3.24]

[2.14–3.49]

Type CP = BS

2.53

1.73

2.49

2.06

[1.96–3.28]

[1.34–2.24]

[1.93–3.23]

[1.59–2.67]

Type CP = US

3.15

3.19

2.96

3.22

[2.40–3.13]

[2.44–4.18]

[2.24–3.92]

[2.46–4.22]

Type CP = BS

2.96

1.83

2.84

2.33

[2.23–3.94]

[1.38–2.44]

[2.13–3.77]

[1.75–3.10]

Type CP = US

3.19

1.86

2.86

2.28

[2.41–4.22]

[1.40–2.46]

[2.16–3.74]

[1.72–3.02]

Type CP = BS

3.48

3.36

3.15

3.49

[2.66–4.54]

[2.58–4.39]

[2.38–4.16]

[2.68–4.56]

Type CP = US

1.50

2.34

1.51

2.49

[0.97–2.32]

[1.52–3.62]

[0.96–2.36]

[1.61–3.84]

Type CP = BS

1.68

2.58

1.42

2.49

[1.05–2.70]

[1.63–4.08]

[0.90–2.25]

[1.57–3.94]

NE1

(0.26)

0.12

NE2

(0.32)

0.17

NE3

(0.06)

0.09

TE baseline

72

P-value1

(0.07)

< 0.001**

(0.92)
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Horizontal seating
Response variable Without foot
(NE, TE, LE)
support (CI)

FW Tilt seating

With foot
support (CI)

Without foot
support (CI)

With foot
support (CI)

2.83

3.88

2.44

TE1

P-value1
0.009**

Type CP = US

3.72
[2.39–5.78]

[1.82–4.40]

[2.47–6.12]

[1.57–3.79]

Type CP = BS

4.44

3.33

4.00

2.73

[2.74–7.19]

[2.09–5.30]

[2.51–6.39]

[1.71–4.35]

Type CP = US

5.92

4.68

6.05

4.24

[3.72–9.40]

[2.95–7.44]

[3.75–9.76]

[2.67–6.73]

Type CP = BS

5.32

4.12

5.08

3.39

[3.21–8.83]

[2.52–6.71]

[3.11–8.28]

[2.08–5.53]

Type CP = US

7.13

5.05

7.81

4.76

[4.50–11.31]

[3.19–8.02]

[4.85–12.58]

[3.00–7.55]

Type CP = BS

6.16

4.23

5.70

4.01

[3.72–10.21]

[2.60–6.89]

[3.50–9.28]

[2.46–6.53]

Type CP = US

1.16

1.93

1.28

1.99

[0.69–1.95]

[1.15–3.23]

[0.75–2.19]

[1.19–3.34]

Type CP = BS

1.11

2.22

1.20

1.83

[0.64–1.91]

[1.29–3.83]

[0.69–2.07]

[1.06–3.16]

Type CP = US

2.02

1.58

1.99

1.60

[1.16–3.51]

[0.91–2.75]

[1.13–3.52]

[0.92–2.78]

Type CP = BS

1.48

1.03

1.40

1.34

[0.82–2.65]

[0.57–1.84]

[0.78–2.50]

[0.75–2.40]

Type CP = US

2.20

1.79

2.13

1.79

[1.23–3.92]

[1.00–3.20]

[1.17–3.86]

[1.01–3.21]

Type CP = BS

1.55

1.10

1.54

1.40

[0.84–2.86]

[0.60–2.04]

[0.84–2.85]

[0.76–2.59]

Type CP = US

2.60

2.21

2.93

2.26

[1.38–4.91]

[1.17–4.17]

[1.52–5.64]

[4.26–1.02]

Type CP = BS

1.80

1.39

1.85

1.99

[0.92–3.51]

[0.71–2.72]

[0.95–3.62]

[1.02–3.90]

TE2

0.96

0.05

TE3

(0.98)

0.011*

LE baseline

3

(0.95)

0.005**

LE1

(0.92)

0.36

LE2

(0.92)

0.46

LE3

(0.94)

0.59

(0.84)

Presented are the estimated marginal means expressed in the median [95% confidential interval; lower bound – upper bound] based
on the results from the (generalized) mixed effects models. For the marginal means estimate, the covariates appearing in the model were
evaluated at age = 110.89 months, height = 135.78 centimetres, and BMI = 17.353 kg/m², and type of CP. (Generalized) linear mixed-effects
models: * = p-value < 0.05 and ** = p-value < 0.01.
1
The first p-values in the adjusted analyses are the values of the Type III test of the fixed effects of four seating conditions. The second
p-values (in brackets) in the adjusted analyses are those of the interaction term of seating position with CP-type.
CP: US-CP = children with unilateral spastic CP; BS-CP = children with bilateral spastic CP; CI, 95% confidence intervals (the values in square
brackets); EMG relative mean amplitude of NE = neck extensor, TE = trunk extensor, LE = lumbar extensor at baseline (tonic background
activity); and EMG relative mean amplitude during the intervals 1 = NE1, TE1, LE1, during interval 2 = NE2, TE2, LE2, and during interval
3 = NE3, TE3, LE3 (phasic activity).
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Table 3 Foot-support effects on tonic background activity and phasic muscle activity: post-hoc analyses
Response variable
(Whole group of
participants)

Without foot-support

With foot-support

P-value1

TE baseline

1.52
[1.15–2.02]

2.47
[1.87–3.27]

< 0.001**

TE1

3.99
[3.00–5.31]

2.81
[2.12–3.74]

0.001**

TE2

5.57
[4.15–7.48]

4.08
[3.04–5.47]

0.007**

TE3

6.63
[4.93–8.92]

4.50
[3.35–6.03]

0.001**

LE baseline

1.18
[0.86–1.63]

1.99
[1.44–2.74]

< 0.001**

Presented are the estimated marginal means of the whole group of children with CP expressed in the median [95% confidential interval;
lower bound – upper bound] based on the results from the (generalized) mixed effects models. The covariates appearing in the model
were evaluated at age = 110.89 months, height = 135.78 centimetres, and BMI = 17.353 kg/m². The post-hoc contrast focuses on the
difference between the sitting without foot-support and with foot-support condition (irrespective of seat surface tilting).
**(Generalized) linear mixed-effects models; p-value < 0.01.
1
The p-values are the values of the Type III test of the fixed effects of two sitting conditions (without vs with foot-support).

Correlation between EMG-amplitudes and kinematic parameters
To evaluate research question 2, we correlated the relative mean amplitudes of TE and LE with the
kinematic parameters22 in each of the four seating conditions. None of the correlations reached
statistical significance (Supplementary table S2), indicating that no signs of amplitude modulation in any of the seating conditions were found. The lack of significant correlations could be due
to the limited number of observations per condition and the fact that the main effect of seating
condition presumably was brought about by foot-support. Therefore, we analysed the correlations for the seating conditions with and without foot-support (i.e., with pooling of the FW and
horizontal conditions). The data suggested that foot-support was associated with a modulating
capacity of the tonic background activity in TE and LE: higher background activity was associated
with better reaching kinematics, i.e., with larger transport MUs (Table 4).
Table 4 Correlations between tonic and phasic EMG activity, and kinematics of reaching movement,
head stability in space
Head sway

MUs

Transport MU

with footsupport

without
footsupport

with footsupport

Response

without
footsupport

TE baseline

-0.158

0.207

-0.528

-0.366

TE1

0.146

0.147

0.083

-0.06

Index curvature

Reaching speed

with footsupport

without
footsupport

-0.062

0.346

-0.013

0.364

0.456

-0.174

0.258

-0.185

with footsupport

without
footsupport

0.363

0.589**

0.342

-0.091

without
footsupport

with footsupport

TE2

0.274

-0.019

-0.038

-0.184

0.347

-0.168

0.550

0.073

0.414

-0.056

TE3

0.226

-0.033

0.006

-0.227

0.295

-0.161

0.521

-0.042

0.331

-0.089

LE baseline

0.139

0.247

-0.176

-0.496

0.407

0.611**

0.325

0.271

0.101

0.277

Presented are correlations between tonic background activity (baseline) of TE and LE, phasic EMG-activity (relative mean amplitudes) of
TE in three intervals and the kinematics of the head stability in space (head sway) and reaching movement (Spearman’s rank correlation
coefﬁcient; **p-value < 0.01). MUs = movement unit
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Supplementary Table S1 (on-line version). Seating effects on the EMG parameters on the first and
second level of postural control: adjusted analyses.
Horizontal seating
Response variable

Without foot
support [CI]

Tilted seating

With foot
support [CI]

Without foot
support [CI]

With foot
support [CI]

Directional Specificity at the neck

P-value1
0.35

Type CP = US

0.76
[0.60;0.87]

0.78
[0.69;0.85]

0.67
[0.48;0.82]

0.75
[0.67;0.82]

Type CP = BS

0.77
[0.60;0.87]

0.66
[0.55;0.76]

0.68
[0.52;0.81]

0.74
[0.57;0.85]

Directional Specificity at the trunk

(0.58)

0.89

Type CP = US

0.90
[0.78;0.96]

0.94
[0.88;0.97]

0.96
[0.89;0.98]

0.96
[0.94;0.98]

Type CP = BS

0.89
[0.79;0.95]

0.93
[0.86;0.97]

0.94
[0.88;0.98]

0.96
[0.94;0.98]

Top-down recruitment order

(0.45)

3

0.79

Type CP = US

0.38
[0.27;0.50]

0.32
[0.23;0.43]

0.33
[0.19;0.50]

0.33
[0.24;0.43]

Type CP = BS

0.39
[0.25;0.54]

0.43
[0.30;0.57]

0.42
[0.26;0.60]

0.32
[0.21;0.46]

Bottom-up recruitment order

(0.42)

0.13

Type CP = US

0.31
[0.22;0.42]

0.20
[0.14;0.29]

0.13
[0.07;0.22]

0.22
[0.17;0.29]

Type CP = BS

0.27
[0.15;0.44]

0.19
[0.11;0.30]

0.16
[0.09;0.28]

0.17
[0.10;0.27]

Anticipatory postural activity at the neck

(0.74)

0.47

Type CP = US

0.33
[0.25;0.43]

0.34
[0.27;0.42]

0.32
[0.23;0.43]

0.34
[0.23;0.46]

Type CP = BS

0.42
[0.36;0.48]

0.45
[0.38;0.52]

0.41
[0.30;0.52]

0.34
[0.23;0.46]

Anticipatory postural activity at the trunk

(0.63)

0.15

Type CP = US

0.38
[0.27;0.50]

0.47
[0.34;0.61]

0.36
[0.26;0.47]

0.46
[0.38;0.54]

Type CP = BS

0.45
[0.31;0.61]

0.52
[0.40;0.61]

0.40
[0.25;0.58]

0.47
[0.29;0.66]

(0.93)

Presented are the estimated marginal means expressed in the median [95% confidential interval; lower bound; upper bound] based
on the results from the (generalized) mixed effects models. For the marginal means estimate, the covariates appearing in the model were
evaluated at age = 110.89 months, height = 135.78 centimetres, and BMI = 17.353 kg/m², and type of CP.
* (generalized) mixed effects models; p-value < 0.05. 1 The first p-values in the adjusted analyses are the values of the Type III test of the
fixed effects of four seating conditions. The second p-values (in brackets) in the adjusted analyses are those of the interaction term of
seating position with CP-type. CI, 95% confidence intervals (the values in square brackets); Type CP: BS-CP = children with bilateral spastic
CP; US-CP = children with unilateral spastic CP.
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0.224

0.349

0.054

-0.414

-0.294

-0.25

-0.187

-0.306

-0.236

-0.283

-0.165

-0.212

-0.085

-0.102

-0.259

-0.153

-0.234

-0.212

0

0

0.236

-0.306

0.011

0.121

0.026

0.067

-0.139

-0.058

-0.098

-0.023

0.061

-0.012

0.063

0.154

0.3

0.127

0.253

0.116

-0.016

-0.239

-0.181

-0.165

0.302

0.263

0.24

0.191

0.255

0.153

0.221

-0.06

0.16

-0.037

0.003

0.296

0.278

0.203

0.044

0.319

0.281

-0.111

-0.072

-0.293

0.195

0.065

0.015

-0.158

-0.133

0.212

0.225

-0.291

-0.167

-0.251

0.069

0.232

0.373

0.032

0.222

0.232

0.251

0.04

0.132

-0.058

Presented are correlations between tonic background activity (baseline) of TE and LE and phasic EMG-activity (relative mean amplitudes) of TE in three intervals and the kinematics of the reaching movement,
and the head stability in space (head sway). Spearman’s rank correlation coefﬁcient; * This correlation had a p-value of 0.013. MUs = movement units

0.109

-0.207

-0.246

-0.046

0.304

0.074

0.434

0.573*

0.315

0.342

LE baseline

-0.086

-0.004

0.126

0.009

-0.265

FW Tilt seating

-0.249

Horizontal
seating

TE3

FW Tilt seating

TE2

Horizontal
seating

-0.15

FW Tilt seating

-0.226

Horizontal
seating

Average speed of
reaching movement

TE1

FW Tilt seating

Index of curvature

TE baseline

Horizontal
seating

Transport MU

Without With Without With Without With Without With Without With Without With Without With Without With Without With Without With
foot
foot
foot
foot
foot
foot
foot
foot
foot
foot
foot
foot
foot
foot
foot
foot
foot
foot
foot
foot
support support support support support support support support support support support support support support support support support support support support

FW Tilt seating

Movement units (MU)

EMG
amplitude

Horizontal
seating

Head stability in space

Supplementary Table S2 (on-line version): Correlations between tonic and phasic EMG activity and
kinematics of reaching and head stability in space
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Discussion
The present exploratory study suggested that in school-age children with CP a 15° FW-tilting
was not associated with postural muscular adjustments during reaching. Yet, foot-support was
associated with increased background EMG-amplitude of the trunk extensors, which in turn was
associated with better reaching kinematics.
Our finding that FW-tilting did not affect postural muscle activity is at variance with two
studies.13,21 Sochaniwskyj et al. (1991)13 reported that FW-tilting during quiet sitting in school-age
children with BS-CP was associated with increased background EMG-amplitude of the trunk
extensors. However, the authors only reported descriptive data without statistical analyses. Hadders-Algra et al. (2007)21 indicated that in children with US-CP, FW-tilting during seated reaching
was associated with statistically significantly lower phasic EMG-amplitudes in the trunk extensors.
The differences between the latter study21 and ours may be due to: (1) the number of participants
and their age range differed21; (2) the latter study did not adjust for the confounding effects of
anthropometrics and age.21 We suggest that FW-tilting may influence postural muscular activity
especially in children with US-CP, but presumably this effect is just a minor one.
The present data suggested that foot-support affected the fine-tuning of postural adjustments, i.e., it was associated with (a) increased background EMG-amplitude in the trunk extensors
before the onset of reaching, and (b) decreased phasic amplitudes of TE during the reaching
movement, irrespective of the seating inclination. The increased tonic activity in the trunk extensors, in turn, was associated with improved kinematics of reaching, i.e., increases in the transport
MU – one of the parameters reflecting feedforward control of reaching.22,33,34 Therefore, our results suggest that foot-support promotes postural adjustments that may be fine-tuned to the
specifics of the reaching movement. This is in line with the suggestions provided by Myhr et al.
199518 and Hadders-Algra et al. 200721 – studies that were, however, not able to provide evidence
on the effect of foot-support. No other studies systematically evaluated the effect of foot-support
on muscle activity during activities in sitting.
Clinically, foot-support is regarded as an important component of adaptive seating that
may influence postural control.6,18,35,36 The idea is that foot-support decreases the degrees of
freedom of the lower extremities, therewith enhancing stability.1,18,35 Our findings are in line with
clinical experience: foot-support may enhance the capacity to modulate postural activity needed
for proper reaching.
On the basis of the combination of Projects I and II on the effect of FW-tilting and foot-support, we conclude the following. The kinematic part22 indicated that children with US-CP benefit
from FW-tilting in terms of better organized reaching movements. If foot-support was added
to the FW-inclination, reaching velocity became higher and movement duration shorter.22 The
present EMG-study suggests that the better reaching kinematics in the foot-support condition
in part may be mediated by a better capacity to modulate postural activity in the trunk extensors.
The latter effect was found in all children with CP in both seat inclination conditions. However,
in all children with CP foot-support in the horizontal situation was not associated with significant improvements in the kinematics of reaching – despite the positive effect of foot-support
on the ability to modulate postural EMG activity. Nor, did children with BS-CP generally profit
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from foot-support in the FW-inclined situation: the velocity of their reaching movements was
higher, but at the expense of increases in path-length and duration. Therefore, our previous22 and
present study suggest that for children with US-CP the FW-tilted seating with foot-support offers
the best situation for optimal reaching movements. In children with BS-CP, the horizontal seating
with foot-support presumably is best.
The strength of this study is the standardized measurement and analyses of EMG-recordings and the statistical analyses with mixed effect models, allowing to adjust for confounders
such as age and anthropometrics while accounting for clustering in the data. Another strength
is the composition of the study groups (US-CP and BS-CP) that were comparable in age, body
proportions, GMFCS-level and GMFM-66 scores, and spasticity level of the reaching arm. However,
the study has some limitations. Our findings cannot be generalized to all children with CP, as we
only studied ambulatory, school-age children with spastic forms of CP. We could not address the
effect of GMFCS-level due to the small number of children per subgroup. Future research should
aim for replication in larger groups with equally sized subgroups per GMFCS level. Lastly, we used
a laboratory setting precluding direct generalization to the variety of activities in everyday environments.

Conclusion
Foot-support enhanced the capacity of children with spastic CP to modulate trunk extensor activity, which was associated with improved reaching quality. FW-tilt did not affect postural muscle
activity. Combining present and previous22 results, we suggest that children with US-CP benefit
most from FW-tilted seating with foot-support; in children with BS-CP the horizontal seating presumably is best, with a potentially minor positive effect of foot-support.
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